NOTE

○ If the engine is flooded, push the choke lever all the way to the right. Then crank the engine over with the throttle fully open until the engine starts. Close the throttle immediately.

Moving Off

○ For KLF300C, select the desired sub-transmission range.
○ Lift the shift pedal with your toe to engage 1st or SL (Super Low: KLF400 only) gear.
○ Release the parking brake.
○ Gradually increase engine speed by pushing forward on the throttle lever.

NOTE

○ Practice starting and stopping (using the brakes) until you are familiar with the controls.
○ Use SL (Super Low) gear when maximum torque is needed such as for climbing hills, pulling a trailer, or keeping constant low speeds for agricultural use. Be careful not to overheat the engine. For normal starting use 1st gear.